
American Community Survey (ACS)  
Product Types:  Tables and Maps 

Samples 
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Data Profiles 
Data Profiles (5) 

•! Social 
•! Economic 
•! Housing 
•! Demographic 
•! Narrative 
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Narrative Profiles 

Narrative Profile 



Comparison Profiles 

•! Display data from two different one-year 
profiles side-by-side 

•! Include indication (asterisk “*”) of significant 
difference between two sets of estimates 

•! Available for 1-year estimates only 
•! Four types available – same characteristics as 

Data Profiles 
–! Social 
–! Economic  
–! Housing 
–! Demographic 
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Comparison Profiles 
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Comparison Profile 



Selected Population Profiles 
•! Most detailed race and ethnicity data 
•! Provide summary data for detailed groups 

–!Race / ethnicity / tribe  
–!Ancestry 
–!Country of birth 

•! Two thresholds must be met 
–!Total population size of area = 500,000 or more 
–!Size of group of interest  
•! One-year estimates = 65,000 or more 
•! Three-year estimates = 20,000 or more 

•! Column displays:  (1) area; (2) group of 
interest 

Not available for 5-year estimates 
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Selected Population Profiles 
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Selected Population Profiles 
Selected Population Profiles 



Detailed Tables 
•! Foundation upon which other data products 

are built 
–!Most detailed data on all topics and geographic 

areas 
–!Basic distributions of characteristics that show 

estimates and associated margins of error 
•! Over 1,200 Detailed Tables available, with 

distributions for . . .  
–!More than 500 characteristics; more than 300 

race and Hispanic origin iterations 
–! 81 imputation tables 

•! Base (B) tables may have collapsed (C) 
versions 



Detailed Tables:  Example of Topics 

•!Sex by Age by Race and Hispanic Origin 

•!Means of Transportation to Work by Travel 
Time to Work 

•!Median Number of Rooms in Housing 
Units 

•!School Enrollment by Level of School 

•!Poverty Status in the past 12 Months by 
Sex and Age 
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  Data Source 

  Universe 

Margin of Error 

 Table Name 
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Detailed Tables 
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Detailed Tables – Collapsed (C) Version 
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Base (B) Table 
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Detailed Table 
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Detailed Tables for Quality 
Measures 

Detailed Tables for 
Quality Measures 



Subject Tables 
•! Cover particular topics such as employment, 

education, and origins and language 
–! Provide pre-tabulated numbers and percentages 
–! Often available separately by age, sex, race or 

ethnicity 
–! Present distributions for a few key population 

groups with universes displayed as numeric 
estimates with their margins of error 

–! Display measures such as medians and 
aggregates where appropriate and include tables 
of imputation rates for relevant measures 

•! Show more detail than the Data Profiles 
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Subject Table List 
Subject Table List 
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Subject Tables 
Subject Table 



Ranking Tables 
•! Provide state-level rankings of key ACS 

variables 
–!Each table displays a single characteristic  
–!States “ranked” from highest to lowest 
–!Enables users to compare different states 

while seeing which differences are 
statistically significant at a 90-percent 
confidence level 
•! Displayed by clicking on “with statistical 

significance” in menu on left side of screen 
–!Available for 1-year estimates only  
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Ranking Table 
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Ranking Table 



Geographic Comparison Tables 

•! Contain a small number of population 
or housing characteristics for a group of 
related geographic areas - - examples: 
–!All counties in a state  
–!All census tracts in a county  
–!Across a variety of geographic types, such 

as metropolitan areas, cities and 
Congressional districts 
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Geographic Comparison Table 

88"

Geographic Comparison 
Table 



Thematic Maps 

•! Graphic displays of data available through 
the Geographic Comparison Tables and 
the Ranking Tables 

•! Different shades of color used to display 
variations in the data 
–! Lighter shades indicate lower values and 

darker shades, higher values 
•! Users can highlight areas with statistically 

different values from a selected state, 
county, metropolitan area, or 
Congressional district of interest 
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Thematic Map 



PUMS 

•!PUMS = Public Use Microdata Sample 
•! Includes a sample of untabulated records 

for individuals and housing units 
•!Provides access to custom tables that are 

not available through pre-tabulated ACS 
products 
•!Requires users to download data and 

analyze with statistical software, or access 
through DataFerrett  
•!Data users must calculate standard errors 
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Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS) 



Thank you! 

Seattle Regional Census Center 
Partnership & Data Services 
19820 North Creek Parkway 

Bothell, WA  98011 

Linda Clark 
Information Services Specialist 
linda.clark@census.gov 
425-908-3060 


